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Introduction
One of the main goals for the UbiCom position tracking system is an accuracy in the
centimeter range and a latency of 2 ms. We planned to use inertial tracking to reach
the latency requirements, but inertial trackers have drift. The main job of the
additional tracking system is to resolve this drift problem. We chose to use a camera-
based tracker for this. Depending on the drift of the inertial trackers and the required
precision and maximum jitter, we expect that the optical tracking system has to run at
approximately 1 to 10 Hz.
An alternative for optical tracking would be realtime kinematic (RTK) GPS. RTK GPS
systems can reach an accuracy of a 1 to 3 centimeters [Tiberius98, Ashtech98]. In wide
open space, especially without nearby features, this will be a very useful approach. But
for a cluttered urban environment and for indoors we expect that camera tracking is
the best approach.
This report mainly aims at setting the basis for a discussion about the way our research
should take. We explore the existing systems and alternatives, in order to find the
proper configuration for the UbiCom tracking system and to find realistic research
opportunities. We start with a sketch of the global system setup. Then we review
existing systems, to get an impression of what has been achieved already. Then we
estimate requirements for our system, and conclude with some suggestions for
research opportunities.

Global system setup
Previous work [Davison99, Jiang00] has well established the global system setup
(Figure 1) of an optical tracking system. Given this global setup, the choices left are the
sensors to be used, and the features to be tracked in the camera image. This section
briefly discusses the global setup, and then focuses on existing full-fledged systems and
their performance.
The Kalman filter of the typical system takes all sensor data, including estimated noise
on the measurements, and estimates the new system status. Kalman filters do a linear
approximation, but this seems good enough in tracking practice. Kyger and Maybeck
proposed to use an adaptive predictor to lower latencies. However, their gains are
marginal: 59 ms latency for the best Kalman filter, and 50 ms latency with their system.
Various feature detectors have been used to accomplish camera position tracking.
These will be compared below.
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Figure 1. Typical setup for camera tracking systems.

Feature performance in real-world setups
Various features can be tracked in the image, and these all have strong and weak
points. This section discusses existing full-blown real-world tracking systems based on
various features, and their performance.
Template tracking is popular for tracking the position based on real-world scenery
[Davison99, Hammerhead00, Jiang00, Katani00, Shi94, Smith95]. Templates are small
grayscale image patches corresponding to a point in space. In general a template can be
used over a wide range of camera positions. Template tracking has been shown useful
for real-time tracking [Jebara99]. Davison [Davison99] has shown that reliable
templates can be extracted automatically, and their position can also be estimated
automatically (Figure 2). To improve robustness of templates against translation and
rotation of the camera, Ravela et al [Ravela95] converted the templates to polar space,
but a general affine transformation is most popular [Triggs01, Kutulakos96, Schnörr95].
The developments mimick those in image-based rendering, where for speeding up
rendering just a shift of previously rendered images was used [Regan94] and later
affine warping of textures was used [Lengyel97], while we proposed a full perspective
warp [Pasman99]. Template tracking has been shown to have accuracies better than 1
cm if nearby (1 m) features are visible. Such systems can work even when less than
three features are in view [Jiang00].



Figure 2. Automatically recognised and tracked templates (from [Davison99]). Red squares indicate
template content and its real-world position.

Points on an edge with known orientation is very fast, probably the first real-world
camera tracking algorithm that could run in realtime on a standard desktop computer
[Harris92, Harris88] (Figure 3). Kosaka et al. [Kosaka95, Kosaka01] have improved the
original algorithm on robustness for occlusion and on accuracy. The original Harris
paper already indicated an accuracy of 0.5% using photos taken from an airplane,
which is of the same order as the feature tracking system.

Figure 3. One of the first real-time position estimation
algorithms, here tracking the position of an airplane.
From [Harris92]

Various other types of corners can be used, for instance the crossings of lines, or based
on gradient and curvature measurements. You et al [You99] corrected drift in their
inertial tracking system using curvature corner detectors and matching those corners
with a projection of stored geometry. Some care is required using these, as Deriche
showed that common methods do not accurately estimate the corner position in the
image [Deriche90].



Various algorithms using line matching have been presented. Kosaka et al [Kosaka95,
Kosaka01] uses a database containing a 3D model of the environment and matches
lines from this database using a hough transform of the image. They reach sub-
centimeter accuracy and 1˚ orientation accuracy when the distance to the feature is
about 20 cm, and they need about 2.5 seconds processing per frame, so this algorithm
performs quite low as compared to the other alternatives. Schmid and Zisserman
[Schmid97, Schmid00] have a similar approach but don't do a match in hough space
(Figure 4). Usually match 97% to 100% of lines in pairs of natural images are matched
properly, so theoretically it should be possible to make accurate position estimates, but
they don't give accuracy estimations.

Figure 4. In [Schmid00] matching lines is shown to be quite robust.

Sundareswaran [Sundareswaran98] tracks a wireframe model of a computer case and a
printer in real time with software running on a laptop (Figure 5), but again no accuracy
estimations are given. Marchand can track a contour lines of a polygon model, for
instance a nut or a printer connector plug, at 10 Hz on a 400MHz PC. He reaches an
accuracy of 0.17˚ and 0.7mm when the object is at a distance of 40cm. Similar to
[Schmid00], Berger et al. [Berger96] extends the lines to to curves. He can overlay the
CAD model of a bridge over the real bridge (Figure 6), with an accuracy in the order of
3 pixels. His absolute error measures are not clear.



Figure 5. Tracking a printer. From
[Sundareswaran98]

Figure 6. Tracking a distant bridge at night. From
[Berger98].

Working backwards from the image to the position using lines is also possible.
Montiel et al. [Montiel01] estimate the vanishing points from lines in the image, of
which there are many in their indoor situation. With objects at a few meters, Their
algorithm has a positional error of about 25mm and an angular error of about 0.35˚,
where lines will be usually visible within a meter's distance. It is also possible to use
vanishing points to reduce search space for position recovery [Weiss01].
Contours have not been used very often for positioning determination. Behringer
uses contours of remote mountains [Behringer99], by matching it with height field
data acquired by other means. but apparently the main goal is to estimate the
orientation where the position is already known.
Color can be a powerful means to enhance tracking robustness. Birchfield showed that
head tracking, which is notorious because the head has no rigid geometry, can be done
very robust using only elliptical fit and color histograms [Birchfield99]. Apparently not
very much has been done using color for tracking, probably because colors are highly
invariant when the user moves around or lighting conditions change [BuluswarXX,
Battle00, Finlayson95a,b].
Finally, various high-accuracy commercial packages are available, for instance a plug-
in for Maya to track the camera position given a video track [SynaPix01]. These must
reach a pretty high accuracy in order to get studio-quality movie effects, but exact data
was not found. Also the used tracking methods are not clear, from the demos it seems
that they use manually guided template tracking and path noise filtering.

Integrating various features
A few attempts have been done to integrate various image features into a single
framework, in order to avoid specific weaknesses of individual features (Table 1).
Toyama et al. [Toyama95] proposed to pick features depending on the task the tracking
is being used for, and combined various feature trackers to avoid the weaknesses of
individual feature trackers. In bad conditions the tracker reverts to imprecise but
robust alternative features. Blaszka and Deriche [Blaszka94] compared accuracies and
CPU power required for various feature trackers such as corners, edges and vertices,
and conclude that 16x16 windows are sufficient to reach accuracies in the order of 0.05
pixel while being just acceptable with respect to required CPU power (~1 second per
window). For our purposes this speed is too slow but current hardware is much faster.



Tracker Type Input Purpose Difficulties
edge detection pixel intensities of

window
finds strong contrast
edges

does not discriminate
between detected edges

scale-adjusted
edge detection

window sampling rates,
pixel values taken at
sampling rates

finds (non-predictable)
distant edges

lacks precision with
subsampling

intensity-based
foreground
correlation

pixel intensities of
window, previous
foreground intensities

biases edges with
similar foreground as
target

matches unreliably under
changing illumination, does
not discriminate between
distraction and occlusion in
some cases

hue-based
foreground
correlation

color values of pixels in
window, previous
foreground hues

biases edges with
similar hue as target

 does not discriminate
between distraction and
occlusion in some cases

endpoint search pixel values for thin
windows near endpoints

prevents aperture effect relies on main edge detection

motion filter past states, dynamic
model

provides fallback during
occlusion

expects of feature motion to
conform to dynamic model

geometric model states of other features,
geometric model

integrates with other
features

requires image-based
confirmation

Table 1. Overview and weak points of various feature trackers. From [Toyama95].

Estimation of feature requirements
A few back-of-the-envelope estimations can be done to estimate what is required to
reach centimeter accuracy based on optical tracking. We will estimate the distance to
tracked features, discuss which features will typically be in view, and discuss which
properties are important for automatic feature handling.

Distance to tracked features
A crucial aspect is the distance to the objects being tracked. Here, we consider features
within 5 meters to be 'nearby', and features further away to be distant.
Tracking more distant features is advantageous in varous respects. First, a small error
on the stored real-world position of that feature has less consequences on the
calculated position, as in the projected image of the feature the error scales with the
distance to the object. Second, the larger the distance the larger the choice becomes of
known features in the database, and so it will be more likely that a good feature is
available. Third, distant features will change less as the observer moves as compared
to nearby features. Fourth, nearby features are nearby only a short amount of time, as
the user is moving around, and therefore use of nearby features requires more often
refresh of the features being used than distant features.
However, we highly doubt that distant features can be used for centimeter-accurate
tracking of the user. Consider the following simple scenario, where a 1024x768 camera
with a large-angle lens of 90˚ horizontal field of view is used. The average width of a
pixel is now 90˚/1024 = 0.09˚, so the feature direction will be estimated  0.045˚ off on
the average assuming we do a pixel-accurate tracking. We know the real-world
location x and we want to know the distance to the object d (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Two features within the camera's field of view. See text.

If we optimistically assume that we have two feducials in the corner of the camera's
field of view, the angle between the two will be about 70˚, and so d follows from
tan35˚= x d . But we don't know this 35˚ exactly, it probably is 0.045˚ off, so we may be
at another distance d' where tan35.045˚= x d' Now we have for our uncertainty on the
distance d' d = tan35˚ tan35.045˚ ≈ 0.99833. So we have about 2 mm uncertainty per
meter distance to the feducials. So if we want centimeter accuracy we have to have
d<5 m. In less optimal cases, where the angle between the two is smaller, the
maximum distance will be even less (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Uncertainty in the distance (mm of error per meter distance to
the feducials) as a function of the angular distance between the
feducials.

Subpixel accuracy is possible with most feducials, but the algorithms are CPU intensive
[Blaszka94]. Furthermore, accurate lens distortion correction is required when subpixel
accuracy is really required. Therefore weestimate that aiming for pixel-accuracy is a fair
target.

Properties of nearby features
Indoors there may be enough corners of the room available at a small distance.
However, often they will be outside of the field of view of the camera. Especially in
relatively empty rooms, a camera with a normal viewing angle will often only see a
blank wall, giving no tracking possibilities. We saw this problem already in the



creation of the pacman video [Pasman98] (Figure 9). Probably the only way to assure
visibility of room features is to use an near-180˚ fish-eye lens. We probably should run
some tests on this before deciding for some lens.
Outdoors, nearby features will often consist of tiles and marks on the ground, bricks
and windows in the walls, and maybe even rubbish laying around (Figure 10). Trees,
although not totally fixed in their position, may be usable near the ground. If there are
no visible features nearby, for instance when the user walks on asphalt, tracking
accuracy will drop as in Figure 8.

Figure 9. Shot from the pacman video, where extra
features were added on blank walls to improve
tracking.

Figure 10. Typical real-world view (from Statue
video).

Automatic feature handling
It is unlikely that enough of the above mentioned nearby features will be in the initial
database. So to reach the required accuracy, automatic search, position estimation, and
usage of new features is essential.

Features used for tracking have to fulfill a number of constraints:
• unoccluded most of the time
• stationary in the environment
• robustly trackable for large range of camera rotations and translations
• Possible to distinguish a feature from nearby features in the image

As we need automatic detection and using of new features, these aspects have to be
checked automatically by the tracking system.
As many features become available in the database, massive clustering problems will
occur for distant objects, because a huge amount of features will be available while the
object itself covers only a small visual angle. A systematic approach is required to
efficiently handle the administration concerning the required spatial validity of
features. We are not aware of existing research in this area, but solutions may come
from 3D level of detail rendering strategies.

Selecting proper frames
It seems important to select proper frames for analysis. Users can rotate their heads
very fast, which would result in problems with excessive motion blur if a frame would



be analysed take at an unfortunate moment. Furthermore, it will be advantageous if
good features are in sight, where good means that they should give a maximum
increase in accuracy of the position and orientation estimation. It seems possible to
have a small program run in the headset using the gyroscope information to estimate
the optimal moment to grab a camera frame for analysis.

Absolute versus relative tracking
Two kinds of tracking can be distinguished. In the first system, called absolute tracking,
the transformation of the user is determined as compared to an 'absolute' zero-
position in the real world. In the second system, called relative tracking, the
transformation is determined in a local reference frame local to the user.
An advantage of relative tracking is that tracking can be done relative to some object
the application is interested in, for instance the engine of the car. If the user has a
problem with his car's engine, the absolute position of the car in the real world is not
very relevant. Absolute tracking would complicate matters, because the application
would have to position the marker accurately in world-coordinates while it only tries
to put a marker on a part of the engine. It seems typical for relative tracking that the
range of the tracking is limited.
On the other hand, absolute tracking seems more convenient if large outdoor spaces
are involved, for tourist information applications it is not very useful to know exactly
where one is in the room but not where the room is in the city. Also when animated
objects are involved, an environment-fixed coordinate system will make life easier for
the application.
Of course, with an absolute tracking system one can do relative tracking as well. But
the other way is difficult: a relative tracking system often does not give enough
information to convert into absolute tracking.
VRML, which was chosen as the basis for the rendering system, seems flexible enough
to use relative tracking, although we would have to solve problems when the user
goes out of the tracker range.
Another problem with relative tracking is that multiple relative trackers might be
required to run in parallel. For instance if the various parts of an engine each have
their own customized relative tracker, and the user has various parts in his view. It is
not clear how such a situation would be embedded within the VRML framework and
how the application would handle this.

Research opportunities
Many solutions have been implemented already, and were shown to work. Some
plausible open issues are:
• Make a thorough analysis of various possibilities and estimate the power usage. This
can be done on theoretical grounds at least partially, and fits nicely into the UbiCom
methods and approach. Hylke van Dijk already did such an analysis, and a preliminary
report is on the BSCW [Dijk01].
• Integrate model-based and template-based tracking. Using a highly accurate,
hierarchical initial model to arrange the templates hierarchically, to improve stability
and to lower search times seems possible, and we have not yet seen such an integrated
system. A disadavantage is that such a system will take a lot of implementation efford,
mainly to implement already-existing components.
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